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Earning respect, by the seat of your pants
Steve Shulman was thousands of miles from home when he
saw the guy for the second time.
They first met when they started the USA Four Corners Tour
within hours of each other, back in San Diego. Ten days later,
as Shulman gassed up his motorcycle in Madawaska, Maine,
the rider pulled up. Ten thousand miles, two different routes,
one common goal: Ride the furthest four corners of the
continental U.S.
It’s a mighty exclusive club. Long-distance endurance
riders follow the map and the clock to be among the very
best motorcyclists in the world. Only 120 riders a year
complete the USA Four Corners Tour; just a handful of them
accomplished the True “X” route, hitting all four corners with
a stop in Lebanon, Kansas – the geographic center of the
continental U.S. – between each corner.
Endurance riders earn little more than bragging rights, a
certificate of completion, a pin, belt buckle, and a
weather-proof sticker. For them, it’s more than enough.

“The sticker is like a public certification that you finished
the ride,” said Shulman, vice chair of the Southern California
Motorcycle Association, which organizes the USA Four
Corners ride. “If you’re somewhere out in public and
someone sees your sticker, they’ll acknowledge it and say,
‘Hey, I did that ride.’ It’s like saying, ‘I’m in the club, too.’”
“There are riders who like to dress up like a biker and hang
out,” Shulman said. “They drive no further than 10 miles from
home to a bar, and keep their motorcycles immaculately
clean. It’s not the same with long-distance endurance riding.
These guys are serious. They don’t care about the weather,
and don’t care what their bikes look like. They like
to advertise where they’ve been, and the kind of rides
they’ve done.”
Exclusive stickers spark recognition, and camaraderie.
On his way to Key West – his fourth Corner – Shulman
noticed another rider fall in behind him and follow him in
to town. “He spotted the sticker on my fender – 2,300 miles
away from home,” Shulman said. “When you’re in the middle
of nowhere and you come across another person doing the
ride, there’s a strong bond there. I was 30 minutes away from
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finishing my fourth Corner; he was 30 minutes away from
starting his first,” he said.
“You don’t even have to be together to feel the camaraderie.”
Of course, very few people will recognize an exclusive sticker.
. . and that’s the point. “It’s a weird phenomenon. I could
work beside a person for years and not really talk much, but
if we see that we’ve done the same ride, we have something
unusual in common,” Shulman said. “Stickers do that.
They’re conversation starters.”
The Southern California Motorcycle Association vets ride
results carefully before bestowing stickers. The association
keeps registration records for all its rides, including the
Three Flags Classic, a Mexico-U.S.-Canada ride completed in
four days, the Best 15 U.S. Road Challenge, and the California
Adventure Series. The association verifies that a rider
completed the ride (or in some cases, simply participated)
before they get a sticker.

The Iron Butt Association – which organizes the most
exclusive endurance rides – cuts no slack: “If you lose a
receipt that would prove your ride, they won’t send you a
certificate,” Shulman said.
Endurance riders often plaster their bikes with stickers.
“Stickers are coveted in a different way than pins or
certificates, because you can put stickers on your
motorcycle,” Shulman explained. “If someone has done a ride
three or four times over the years, he’ll put the stickers in a
row on his bike.” Back fender and bags are the most popular
spots to display stickers; gas tanks, too.
When stickers wear out or riders sell a bike, they want
to replace their stickers. The association plans to open a
store in 2013 where riders can buy stickers . . . but only if
they completed the ride. “We’ve had some requests for
replacement stickers,” Shulman said. “We’re a little stingy on
giving stickers out. They’re prestigious. But people know not
to ask for one unless they’ve done the ride.”

Verification is rigorous. Riders must present time-stamped gas
receipts from all destinations on a route, and mail a note or
card from designated Post Offices.

6 tips for using stickers to
signal exclusive membership:
Make members earn it. The harder it is to get
one, the more valuable the sticker.

Verify membership before bestowing the
sticker. The more exclusive your club, the
tougher the verification. True members will
appreciate that.

Let the design signal exclusivity. Only 2,200
riders in the world have done the USA Four
Corners Tour; the design for that sticker
is rare. “McDonald’s advertises ‘5 Billion
Served.’ Our slogan might be ‘2,200 Served,’
out of 300 million people in the U.S.,” said
Steve Shulman, vice chair of the Southern
California Motorcycle Association.

Vet thoroughly, but be timely. The association
once got backed up on certifying ride results, and
riders got impatient. “They earned it; they’re eager
for it,” Shulman said.

Slogans are cool. So are pictures and colors.
The more inside the reference, the better.
An international destination sticker marked
“BFE”? That’s “Bumble F*ck Egypt.”

Have a process for replacements. “Exclusive” doesn’t
mean “eternal.” Even the most durable stickers will
eventually wear out. Of course, a well-worn sticker
signals longevity – something that veteran members
of any club appreciate.

See more small-business sticker stories at
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